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a b s t r a c t
The inﬂuence of humic acid and alginate, two major components of natural organic matter (NOM), on
deposition kinetics of extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) on silica was examined in both NaCl
and CaCl2 solutions over a wide range of environmentally relevant ionic strengths utilizing a quartz
crystal microbalance with dissipation. Deposition kinetics of both soluble EPS and bound EPS extracted
from four bacterial strains with different characteristics was investigated. EPS deposition on humic acidcoated silica surfaces was found to be much lower than that on bare silica surfaces under all examined
conditions. In contrast, pre-coating the silica surfaces with alginate enhanced EPS deposition in both
NaCl and CaCl2 solutions. More repulsive electrostatic interaction between EPS and surface contributed
to the reduced EPS deposition on humic acid-coated silica surface. The trapping effect induced by the
rough alginate layer resulted in the greater EPS deposition on alginate-coated surfaces in NaCl solutions,
whereas surface heterogeneities on alginate layer facilitated favorable interactions with EPS in CaCl2
solutions. The presence of dissolved background humic acid and alginate in solutions both signiﬁcantly
retarded EPS deposition on silica surfaces due to the greater steric and electrostatics repulsion.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Bacteria are ubiquitous microorganisms present in natural environment. They have great signiﬁcances in geochemical processes
such as soil formation [1] and nutrients cycling [2]. Due to their
unique capabilities of contaminant accumulation and degradation,
bacteria are also widely applied for industrial uses in water and
wastewater treatment processes [3,4]. Extracellular polymeric substances (EPS), biomacromolecules located on or around cell surface
and secreted during bacteria growth, have been found to play crucial roles in mineral dissolution and the formation of soil through
different interactions with clay mineral particles [5,6]. Many studies also reported that EPS had important impact on the processes
of pollutant accumulation and degradation via cross-linked formation of polymeric networks that were capable of adsorbing organic
pollutants and heavy metals [7–9].
EPS are a complex mixture of high molecular weight organic
compounds such as polysaccharides, proteins, humic acids as well
as other non-polymeric components of low molecular weight
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[10–12]. These compositions contain a variety of functional groups
such as carboxyl, hydroxyl, phosphate, amino groups, and so on
[13]. As a result, EPS can interact with various substances present
in surrounding environment and play important roles in the
above mentioned processes (e.g. mineral dissolution and pollutants
degradation). Interaction of EPS with surfaces (deposition of EPS to
surfaces) has recently also been shown to signiﬁcantly inﬂuence the
formation of bioﬁlms [14,15] and cell transport behavior [16–20],
thus eventually affect the successful application of bioremediation. Understanding the deposition kinetics of EPS on surfaces is
therefore necessary to control the transport of microbes and the
formation of bioﬁlms.
However, only a few studies have investigated the deposition
kinetics of EPS on mineral surfaces. By employment of attenuated
total internal reﬂection infrared spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR), Omoike
et al. [21] examined the interaction of EPS with goethite (␣-FeOOH)
surface. Kwon et al. [22] utilized quartz crystal microbalance with
dissipation (QCM-D) to investigate the deposition of dextran (chosen to represent polysaccharides in EPS) on alumina and silica.
Subsequently, using atomic force microscopy (AFM), Kwon et al.
[13] compared the interactions of silica surfaces with three different homopolymers selected to represent different components
of EPS. Very recently, Zhu et al. [23] employed QCM-D to investigate the deposition kinetics of EPS on silica surface under a wide
range of environmentally relevant solution ionic strengths and pH.
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These above studies investigated the deposition of EPS in simpliﬁed
systems using mineral surface as a surrogate for the solid–liquid
interface. However, in natural environment, mineral surfaces (e.g.
silica surfaces) are commonly covered by natural organic matter
(NOM). Previous studies have shown that NOM pre-coating on
surfaces would signiﬁcantly affect the deposition behaviors of biological colloids and nanoparticles [24–26]. Moreover, NOM is also
ubiquitous present in the aqueous phase, ranging from a few mg L−1
to a few hundred mg L−1 C [27]. The dissolved NOM is known to
readily adsorb to colloidal particles and enhance colloid stability
in water, thus affect their deposition on surfaces [26]. To date, the
inﬂuence of natural organic matter (in solid or aqueous phase) on
the deposition kinetics of EPS yet has not been well explored, and
requires investigation.
The objective of this paper is to systematically examine the
inﬂuence of NOM (both dissolved in solutions and adsorbed on
silica surfaces) on the deposition kinetics of EPS. Eight EPS: both
soluble EPS (SEPS) and bound EPS (BEPS) (SEPS and BEPS can be
classiﬁed according to their relative proximity to the bacterial
cell surface) extracted from four bacterial strains with different
characteristics were investigated in this study. The signiﬁcance
of humic acid and alginate (two major components of NOM) on
the deposition kinetics of EPS was determined over a wide range
of environmentally relevant ionic strengths (1, 10, 50 mM NaCl
and 0.3, 0.6, 1 mM CaCl2 ) employing a quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation (QCM-D). Our study showed that deposition
of EPS on silica surfaces could be signiﬁcantly inﬂuenced by NOM
(humic acid and alginate) either dissolved in solutions or adsorbed
on silica surfaces under solution conditions relevant to subsurface
environment.

2. Materials and methods
2.1. EPS preparation
SEPS and BEPS were extracted from four bacterial strains:
Escherichia coli BL21 (gram-negative, non-motile), Pseudomonas sp.
QG6 (gram-negative, motile), Rhodococcus sp. QL2 (gram-positive,
non-motile), and Bacillus subtilis (gram-positive, motile). Bacteria were grown and harvested according to protocols described
in previous publications [20,23] as well as in the Supplementary
Information. After harvest, the cell pellets were re-suspended in
Milli-Q water for the subsequent EPS extraction process. SEPS
were separated via a centrifugation at 4000 rpm for 20 min at 4 ◦ C.
Following the SEPS extraction, the pellets were re-suspended in
Milli-Q water and the cell suspension was then transferred to a sterilized extraction beaker to release BEPS via cation exchange resin
technique developed by Frolund et al. [11]. CER (Dowex Marathon
C, 20–50 mesh, sodium form, Fluka 91973), which was soaked in
Milli-Q water overnight prior to use, was added to the extraction
beaker with a dosage of 2.5 g g−1 bacterial mass. The bacteria–CER
suspension was then stirred at 600 rpm for 1.5 h at 4 ◦ C. This was followed by a settlement of the suspension for 3 min to separate CER.
The extracted BEPS were collected by centrifugation at 8000 rpm for
20 min at 4 ◦ C. Both extracted SEPS and BEPS were ﬁltrated through
sterilized 0.22 m cellulose acetate ﬁlters to remove residuals and
bacterial cells. The obtained EPS were then divided into several
portions and stored in sterilized bottles at −18 ◦ C. Aliquots of EPS
solutions were taken out of the freezer and allowed to warm up
to room temperature immediately before electrophoretic mobility
measurements and QCM-D experiments. Detailed electrophoretic
mobility measurements of all types of EPS are provided in the
Supplementary Information.

2.2. NOM solutions preparation
Suwannee River humic acid (SRHA) (Cat#2S101H, Standard II,
International Humic Substances Society), the most abundant NOM
in freshwater systems [28] and has been previously used as model
NOM in many studies [29–31], was employed to model humic substances in this study. Alginates (A2158, Sigma–Aldrich, St. Louis,
MO), polysaccharides commonly found in marine environments
[32,33] and have also been widely employed to represent polysaccharides [34], were used to model polysaccharides in this study.
The MWs of the SRHA and alginate used in this study are 1–5 and
12–80 kDa, respectively. The SRHA stock solution was prepared by
dissolving 25.0 mg of dry SRHA powder in 50 mL Milli-Q water (QGard1, Millipore Inc., MA) and stirring the solution for 24 h. The
alginate stock solution was made by dissolving 1.60 g of dry sodium
alginate powder in 480 mL of Milli-Q water and stirring the solution
for 48 h. Both solutions were then ﬁltered through 0.22 m cellulose acetate membranes under vacuum. The pH of both solutions
was adjusted to 6.0 by adding 0.1 M NaOH. The TOC content of the
humic acid and alginate stock solutions was found to be 235.1 and
967.0 mg L−1 using a TOC-meter (Tekmer Fusion, Teledyne Instruments, CA), respectively. Both stock solutions were stored in the
dark at 4 ◦ C until use.
2.3. Quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation (QCM-D)
A QCM-D E1 system (Q-Sense AB, Gothenburg, Sweden) was
utilized to examine the inﬂuence of NOM (both dissolved in solutions and adsorbed on silica surfaces) on the deposition kinetics
of EPS on silica surfaces. QCM-D experiments were preformed
with 5 MHz AT-cut quartz sensor crystals with silica-coated surface (Batch 081110). Before each measurement, the crystals were
soaked 30 min in a 2% SDS solution, rinsed thoroughly with MilliQ water, dried with ultrahigh-purity N2 gas, and then oxidized for
30 min in a UV/O3 chamber (Bioforce Nanosciences, Inc., Ames, IA)
[35,36]. The radial stagnation point ﬂow conﬁguration of measurement chamber allows the ﬂuid to be directly ﬂowed toward the
center of crystal surface, and then ﬂowed out from the edges via
using a peristaltic pump (ISMATEC, Switzerland) operating in clockwise mode. Speciﬁcally, the pump was connected to the sensor
crystal outlet, and the studied solutions, stored in a sterilized 50 mL
polypropylene conical tube (Becton Dickinson, NJ) connected to the
sensor crystal inlet, were fed through the crystal sensor chamber
at a ﬂow rate of 0.1 mL min−1 . This ﬂow rate could result in laminar
ﬂow in the chamber [26].
2.4. EPS deposition experiments
The inﬂuence of NOM, both adsorbed on silica surfaces and
dissolved in solutions, on the deposition kinetics of EPS was examined in this study. To investigate the signiﬁcance of adsorbed NOM
on the deposition kinetics of EPS, deposition behavior of EPS on
silica surfaces, poly-l-lysine (PLL) hydrobromide coated surfaces
(PLL, molecular weight of 70,000–150,000, P-1274, Sigma–Aldrich,
St. Louis, MO), and NOM-coated surfaces was examined over a
wide range of environmentally relevant ionic strength in both NaCl
(ranging from 1 to 200 mM) and CaCl2 solutions (ranging from 0.3
to 5 mM) at pH 6.0 (adjusted with 0.1 M HCl or 0.1 M NaOH). This
wide range of solution chemistries examined in this study can be
commonly found in groundwater [e.g. Refs. 37,38].
For the experiments conducted on bare silica surfaces, the
QCM-D system was pre-equilibrated with desired salt solution for
a minimum of 30 min to establish a stable baseline. After preequilibration, an EPS suspension (70 ± 1.0 mg L−1 ) at desired ionic
strength was injected into the crystal chamber. The duration of
injection lasted for at least 30 min.
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For the experiments conducted on favorable (non-repulsive)
condition, a layer of positively charged PLL was deposited on silica surfaces prior to the deposition experiments. We followed the
method that employed in previous works to adsorb a layer of
PLL onto the silica surface [39,40], which was also provided in
the Supplementary Information. Corresponding deposition experiments on PLL-coated silica surfaces were performed over the same
ionic strength range in both NaCl and CaCl2 solutions with the same
EPS inﬂuent concentration as that conducted on bare silica surfaces.
A detail about EPS deposition experiment on PLL-coated surfaces
was also provided in the Supplementary Information.
For deposition experiments conducted on NOM (SRHA or alginate) coated silica surfaces, the bare silica surfaces were ﬁrst
modiﬁed with a layer of positively charged PLL, and then a negative
charged NOM (SRHA or alginate) solution at 30 mg L−1 TOC prepared in 1 mM NaCl solution was ﬂowed across the crystal to form
a NOM layer on PLL-coated silica. Details of adsorbing NOM layer on
PLL-coated can be found in the Supplementary Information. After
coating the surfaces with NOM, the salt solution of interest was
ﬂowed through the NOM-coated surface until a constant baseline
was obtained, which was followed by the injection of the desired
EPS sample containing 70 ± 1.0 mg L−1 TOC EPS with the same solution ionic strength into the ﬂow chamber.
To examine the inﬂuence of dissolved NOM on the deposition kinetics of EPS, deposition experiments were conducted on
bare silica surfaces in the presence of background SRHA or alginate (1 mg L−1 TOC) over a wide range of environmentally relevant
ionic strength in both NaCl solutions and CaCl2 solutions at pH
6.0. Prior to these deposition experiments, the bare silica surface
was rinsed with salt solution of interest, followed by NOM solution
(SRHA or alginate, 1 mg L−1 TOC) with the same ionic strength for
at least 1 h to establish the stable baseline. EPS solution containing 70 ± 1.0 mg L−1 TOC EPS and 1 mg L−1 TOC of SRHA or alginate
with the same solution ionic strength was then introduced into the
measurement chamber for the deposition experiment.
2.5. QCM-D data analysis
For all the experiments, the deposition rate can be determined
from the slope of the initial (linear) portion of the change in normalized frequency f3 versus time curve [35,39]:
kf =

df3
dt



A132 = (

A11 −





A33 )(

A22 −



A33 )

(4)

where A11 is the Hamaker constant for EPS. Since the dominant component of all eight examined EPS was protein [23], the
Hamaker constant for BSA (7.78 × 10−20 J) [44] was used to represent Hamaker constant for EPS in the absence of NOM in the
solutions. Adsorption of NOM to EPS would occur when NOM
is present in EPS solutions, thus the Hamaker constant for NOM
(humic acid) (4.85 × 10−20 J) [45] is employed to represent the
Hamaker constant for EPS when NOM is present in the solutions. A22 is the Hamaker constant for collector surface. For bare
silica, the Hamaker constant is taken from Israelachvili [43] as
6.50 × 10−20 J. For NOM-coated surface, 4.85 × 10−20 J [45] was utilized. A33 is the Hamaker constants for water and is also taken
from Israelachvili [43] as 3.70 × 10−20 J. The result from Eq. (4)
for the combined Hamaker constants for EPS–water–bare silica
and EPS–water–NOM-coated surface systems without background
NOM in solutions is 5.42 × 10−21 J and 2.41 × 10−21 J, respectively.
Whereas, the combined Hamaker constants for EPS-water-silica
system with background NOM in solutions is 1.74 × 10−21 J.
The electrostatic double layer forces for sphere–plate conﬁgurations can be determined according to the following equations
[41]:



FEDL = 4εr ε0 ap p c


=

e2





(p − c )2 exp(−2h)
exp(−h)
−
(5)
2p c 1 − exp(−2h)
1 + exp(−h)

nj0 zj 2

ε0 εr kT

(6)

where ε0 is the permittivity of vacuum; ε is the dielectric constant
or relative permittivity of water;   and  are the zeta potential
of the EPS and the plate surface, respectively; zj is the ion valence,
e is the electron charge; nj0 is the number concentration of ions in
the bulk solution.
3. Results and discussion

kfp

(2)

kfa

2.6. DLVO interaction force
DLVO theory was used to calculate the total interaction force
between EPS and substrate surface as a function of separation
distance. van der Waals and electrical double layer forces were
considered in DLVO theory. The particle-collector interaction force
was calculated by treating the particle-collector system as a
sphere–plate interaction. The retarded van der Waals forces for
sphere–plate conﬁguration can be calculated according to the following equation [41]:
Fvdw = −

where ap refers to the size of EPS, which was taken from values measured by Zetasizer Nano ZS90 (Malvern Instruments, UK); h is the
separation distance between EPS and plate surface;  is the characteristic wavelength of interaction, usually taken as 100 nm; A132
is the combined Hamaker constant for the particle–water–surface
system, which can be calculated from the Hamaker constant of the
individual material by following equation [42,43]:

(1)

The deposition rate at different solution conditions is then presented in terms of the deposition efﬁciency (˛), which is the ratio
of the deposition rate in the presence of an energy barrier (kfp )
relative to the corresponding deposition rate in the absence of an
energy barrier (kfa ) (favorable condition):
˛=

153

A132 aP ( + 22.232h)
6h2 ( + 11.116h)

2

(3)

3.1. Electrophoretic mobility of EPS
The inﬂuence of solution ionic composition, ionic strength, and
NOM on the electrophoretic mobilities and zeta potentials of both
SEPS and BEPS extracted from four bacterial strains was examined.
Fig. 1 presents the representative zeta potentials of EPS extracted
from bacterial strain E. coli as a function of solution ionic strength at
pH 6.0 both in the absence and presence of background NOM. The
observed zeta potentials of both SEPS (Fig. 1, top) and BEPS (Fig. 1,
bottom) both in the absence and presence of background NOM were
negative and became less negative with increasing solution ionic
strength in both NaCl (Fig. 1, left) and CaCl2 (Fig. 1, right) solutions due to compression of the electrostatic double layer. Under
the same ionic strength (i.e. 1 mM), zeta potentials of EPS both in the
absence and presence of NOM in CaCl2 solutions (Fig. 1, right) were
less negative relative to those in NaCl solutions (Fig. 1, left), which
was due to calcium cations complexing with EPS resulting in the
neutralization of surface charge [46]. Close investigation of Fig. 1
showed that under the same ionic strength, zeta potentials for EPS
with background SRHA (Fig. 1, open diamond) and alginate (Fig. 1,
open triangle) were slightly more negative than those without
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Fig. 1. Electrophoretic mobilities and zeta potentials of SEPS (a and b) and BEPS (c and d) for E. coli in the absence of NOM (open square) and in the presence of background
humic acid (open diamond) and alginate (open triangle) in both NaCl (left) and CaCl2 (right) solutions as a function of ionic strength at pH 6.0 (adjusted with 0.1 M HCl or
0.1 M NaOH). HA and Alg refer to humic acid and alginate, respectively. Error bars represent standard deviations of 6–12 measurements.

background NOM in both NaCl and CaCl2 solutions. This was true for
all examined ionic strengths. Adsorption of SRHA and alginate onto
EPS surfaces would lower zeta potentials of EPS due to the more
negative surface charge of these NOM molecules (Table S1). The
zeta potentials of EPS with background alginate were slightly more
negative than those with background SRHA, which were caused by
the adsorption of more negatively charged alginate onto EPS surfaces (Table S1). These above observations were also true for EPS
extracted from other three bacterial strains (Figs. S1 and S2). The
results show that the presence of background NOM (SRHA or alginate) slightly decreases the zeta potentials of all eight examined
EPS regardless they were extracted from different bacterial strains.

theory. The increase of solution ionic strength compressed electrostatic double layer between EPS and silica surface and thus resulted
in greater deposition of EPS. Close comparison of ˛ in CaCl2 solutions with those in NaCl solutions yielded that ˛ in CaCl2 solutions
were larger than those in NaCl solutions under the same examined
ionic strength (i.e. 1 mM) (Tables S2 and S3 and Fig. 2). The result
agreed with the less negative zeta potentials of EPS in CaCl2 solutions relative to those in NaCl solutions (Fig. 1), thus also agreed
with less repulsive electrostatic interaction between EPS and silica
surface in CaCl2 solutions (Fig. 3).

3.2. EPS deposition on bare silica surfaces

The deposition efﬁciencies (˛) of representative SEPS and BEPS
extracted from bacterial strain E. coli on SRHA-coated silica and
alginate-coated silica surfaces at selected solution ionic strengths
(1, 10, and 50 mM NaCl, 0.3, 0.6, and 1 mM CaCl2 ) were presented in
Figs. 2 and 4 (gray bar), respectively. At all solution ionic strengths
examined, ˛ for both SEPS and BEPS on the SRHA-coated silica
surfaces (Fig. 2, gray bar) were about 1 order of magnitude lower
than those on bare silica surfaces (Fig. 2, black bar) in both NaCl
(Fig. 2, left) and CaCl2 (Fig. 2, right) solutions. Under the same solution conditions, zeta potentials of SRHA were more negative than
those of bare silica (Table S1). Therefore, it is expected that, in both
NaCl and CaCl2 solutions, the electrostatic double layer interaction
force between EPS and SRHA-coated silica surface (Fig. 3a and b,
upper, dot line) would be more repulsive relative to that between
EPS and bare silica surface (Fig. 3a and b upper, dashed line). The
expected more repulsive electrostatic interaction between EPS and
SRHA-coated surface likely contributed to the obvious lower of ˛
on SRHA-coated silica surface relative to that on bare silica. Under
the same solution ionic strength (1 mM), ˛ of EPS on SRHA-coated
surfaces obtained in CaCl2 solutions (Fig. 2, right, gray bar) was
larger than that acquired in NaCl solutions (Fig. 2, left, gray bar),
which can be explained by the less negative zeta potential (i.e.

EPS deposition on bare silica surfaces was performed over a wide
range of solution ionic strengths in both NaCl (with seven ionic
strengths ranging from 1 to 200 mM) and CaCl2 solutions (with
ﬁve ionic strengths ranging from 0.3 to 5 mM) at pH 6.0. Deposition rates of EPS on bare silica surfaces obtained under these
solution chemistry conditions were provided in Tables S2 and S3.
EPS deposition kinetics on bare silica was also presented in terms
of deposition efﬁciency (˛), which can be derived by normalizing EPS deposition rates on bare silica surfaces by favorable
deposition rates on PLL-coated surfaces at corresponding ionic
strengths (Tables S2 and S3). Representative ˛ of both SEPS and
BEPS extracted from strain E. coli in both NaCl and CaCl2 solutions
at three selected solution ionic strengths were also provided in
Fig. 2 (black bar). It can be clearly found from Table S2 and Fig. 2
(left, black bar) that in NaCl solutions, ˛ of both SEPS and BEPS
increased with increasing solution ionic strength. The same trend
was also observed in CaCl2 solutions (Table S3 and Fig. 2, right).
This deposition behavior was consistent with the trends of zeta
potentials of EPS versus ionic strength (Fig. 1) and thus generally
agreed with classic Derjaguin–Landau–Verwey–Overbeek (DLVO)

3.3. EPS deposition on NOM-coated silica surfaces
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Fig. 2. Deposition efﬁciencies (˛) of SEPS (a and b) and BEPS (c and d) extracted from E. coli in the absence of NOM on bare silica surfaces (black bar) and humic acid-coated
silica surfaces (gray bar), and in the presence of background humic acid on bare silica surfaces (grid bar) as a function of ionic strength in NaCl (left) and CaCl2 (right) solutions
at pH 6.0 (adjusted with 0.1 M HCl or 0.1 M NaOH). HA refers to humic acid. Duplicate measurements were conducted over entire ionic strength range (n ≥ 2), with error bars
representing standard deviations.

less repulsive electrostatic double layer interaction force) between
SRHA-coated surface and EPS in 1 mM CaCl2 solutions than in 1 mM
NaCl solutions (Fig. 3). Steric repulsion between EPS and SRHAcoated surface may also contribute to the drastic decrease of EPS
deposition kinetics [47]. The retarded deposition kinetics on SRHAcoated silica surface also held true for both SEPS and BEPS extracted
from other three bacterial strains (Figs. S3 and S4).
Similar to the observation for SRHA, zeta potentials of alginate were also more negative relative to those of bare silica under
the same solution ionic strength in both NaCl and CaCl2 solutions (Table S1). Thus, the electrostatic double-layer repulsion is
expected to be greater between EPS and alginate-coated surface
(Fig. 3c and d, dot line) than that between EPS and bare silica surface
(Fig. 3c and d, dashed line), which would result in lower deposition kinetics of EPS on alginate-coated surfaces relative to that on
bare silica. However, deviated from classic DLVO expectation (i.e.
more negative surface leads to more repulsive electrostatic force
between interacting particles), ˛ for both SEPS and BEPS on the
alginate-coated silica surfaces (Fig. 4, gray bar) were slightly larger
than those on bare silica surfaces (Fig. 4, black bar) at all solution
ionic strengths in NaCl solutions and at low ionic strengths in CaCl2
solutions (0.3 and 0.6 mM CaCl2 ). Obviously, unlike SRHA-coated
surfaces, the deposition kinetics on alginate-coated surfaces was
not mainly captured by classic DLVO theory (electrostatic interactions and van der Waals attraction) under these conditions. Other
mechanisms should also play important roles in EPS deposition on
alginate-coated surfaces. Since the alginate macromolecules were
larger than humic acid, the adsorbed alginate could be in a more
extended conformation from the surface of silica [26]. Thus at all

examined ionic strengths in NaCl solutions (1, 10, and 50 mM), the
coated alginate layer was likely to be much rougher compared to
humic acid layer. This rough alginate-coated surface would allow
EPS to be trapped within the alginate molecules (illustrated in
the schematic of Fig. S5), resulting in the slightly larger ˛ in NaCl
solutions. The alginate layer surface is more compacted in CaCl2
solutions [48,49], thus, the mechanism of EPS trapping undergoing
in NaCl solutions would not occur in CaCl2 solutions. The relatively higher ˛ on alginate-coated surfaces at low ionic strengths
in CaCl2 solutions are likely due to the presence of heterogeneities
on alginate-coated surface under these conditions [50,51], which
could facilitate EPS deposition through favorable interactions with
EPS, i.e. via hydrophobic interactions, hydrogen bonding, and local
favorable electrostatic interactions. At high ionic strength in CaCl2
solutions (1 mM), ␣ on alginate-coated surfaces was equivalent as
that on bare surfaces. Alginate would form complexes with calcium
at high ionic strength in CaCl2 solutions, resulting in the modiﬁcation of the physical properties and surface morphology of the
alginate layer [26,51,52]. This surface modiﬁcation hindered EPS
to reach local favorable deposition sites on alginate layer, thus the
enhancement of EPS deposition was not so signiﬁcant at 1 mM relative to that at low ionic strengths (0.3 and 0.6 mM). The enhanced
deposition kinetics of EPS on alginate-coated surfaces also held true
for both SEPS and BEPS extracted from other three bacterial strains
(Figs. S6 and S7).
The above observations clearly showed that, for all eight examined EPS, pre-coating silica surfaces with SRHA would signiﬁcantly
retard deposition kinetics of EPS in both NaCl and CaCl2 solutions,
whereas, pre-coating silica surfaces with alginate would enhance
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Fig. 3. DLVO interaction forces between EPS and bare silica surface in the presence and absence of background NOM and between EPS and NOM-coated surface in the absence
of background NOM in 1 mM NaCl and 1 mM CaCl2 solutions. The EPS size, zeta potentials of EPS and collectors utilized to calculate DLVO interaction forces are listed in
Table S4.

the deposition of EPS. The results indicate that the adsorption of
NOM on silica surfaces can either reduce or enhance the EPS deposition kinetics, depending on the surface morphology of the NOM
macromolecules.
3.4. Inﬂuence of dissolved NOM on EPS deposition
EPS deposition experiments on bare silica were also performed
in the presence of background NOM (SRHA or alginate) with the
TOC concentration of 1 mg L−1 at selected solution ionic strengths
in both NaCl and CaCl2 solutions (1, 10, and 50 mM NaCl, 0.3, 0.6, and
1 mM CaCl2 ). As described in Section 2, prior to these experiments,
the bare silica surfaces were ﬁrst rinsed with salt solutions of interest, and then followed by SRHA or alginate solution (1 mg L−1 TOC)
with the same ionic strength. No signiﬁcant frequency shifts were
observed when NOM with NaCl solutions were introduced, indicating the absence of NOM adsorption on the silica surfaces in NaCl
solutions. However, in the presence of CaCl2 , the frequency f3
shifted about 8–10 Hz, suggesting signiﬁcant adsorption of NOM
on silica surfaces. The adsorption of NOM on silica surfaces during precondition process in CaCl2 solutions has also been reported
in previous study [26]. Adsorption of background NOM onto EPS
surfaces occurred both in NaCl and CaCl2 solutions, based on the
observation of lower zeta potentials of EPS with the presence of
NOM in solutions (Fig. 1).
˛ of both SEPS and BEPS from E. coli in the presence of background SRHA (Fig. 2, grid bar) was about 1–2 orders of magnitude
lower than those in the absence of SRHA (Fig. 2, black bar) in
both NaCl and CaCl2 solutions. The adsorption of SRHA on EPS
surfaces resulted in the more negative zeta potentials of EPS
(SRHA-adsorbed EPS) relative to those without background SRHA

in solution (bare EPS) (Fig. 1). Thus, the electrostatic interaction
between EPS and silica (Fig. 3a and b, solid line) is expected to
be more repulsive with the presence of background SRHA in solution than that with the absence of background SRHA (Fig. 3a and
b, dashed line). This suggests that the more repulsive electrostatic interaction between SRHA-adsorbed EPS and silica surface
would contribute to the observed signiﬁcant decrease of deposition kinetics in the presence of background SRHA in NaCl solutions
(Fig. 2, left). The steric repulsion between SRHA-adsorbed EPS and
bare silica may also retard EPS deposition on bare silica surfaces
in NaCl solutions. In CaCl2 solutions, the observed decrease of
EPS deposition kinetics with background SRHA was also caused
by more repulsive electrostatic interaction with the presence of
background SRHA (Fig. 3b) due to the more negative zeta potential value. Unlike that present in NaCl solutions, the repulsive
electrostatic interaction occurred between SRHA-adsorbed EPS
and SRHA-adsorbed silica surface. The steric repulsion occurred
between SRHA-adsorbed EPS and SRHA-adsorbed silica also contributed to the decreased EPS deposition kinetics in CaCl2 solutions.
Similar to the observations in the presence of SRHA, ˛ of both
SEPS and BEPS for E. coli on bare silica surfaces in the presence of
background alginate (1 mg L−1 TOC) (Fig. 4, grid bar) were also
about 1–2 orders of magnitude lower than those in the absence
of alginate (Fig. 4, black bar) in both NaCl and CaCl2 solutions.
Like SRHA, background alginate also adsorbed onto EPS surfaces
in both NaCl and CaCl2 solutions, which resulted in the more negative zeta potentials of EPS in the presence of background alginate
(alginate-adsorbed EPS) relative to those in the absence of alginate
(bare EPS) (Fig. 1). As a result, electrostatic interaction between
EPS and silica is expected to be more repulsive with the presence
of alginate relative to that without background alginate (Fig. 3c and
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Fig. 4. Deposition efﬁciencies (˛) of SEPS (a and b) and BEPS (c and d) extracted from E. coli in the absence of NOM on bare silica surfaces (black bar) and alginate-coated
silica surfaces (gray bar), and in the presence of background alginate on bare silica surfaces (grid bar) as a function of ionic strength in NaCl (left) and CaCl2 (right) solutions
at pH 6.0 (adjusted with 0.1 M HCl or 0.1 M NaOH). Alg refers to alginate. Duplicate measurements were conducted over entire ionic strength range (n ≥ 2), with error bars
representing standard deviations.

d), causing the signiﬁcant decrease of deposition kinetics in both
NaCl and CaCl2 solutions. Similar to that in the presence of SRHA,
the electrostatic repulsive interaction occurred between alginateadsorbed EPS and bare silica and between alginate-adsorbed EPS
and alginate-adsorbed silica surface in NaCl and CaCl2 solutions,
respectively. Steric interaction occurring between EPS and silica
surfaces would also contribute the reduced EPS deposition onto
silica surfaces in the presence of alginate.
The decreased deposition kinetics with the presence of NOM
(SRHA or alginate) in solutions was also observed for both SEPS and
BEPS extracted from other three bacterial strains (Figs. S6 and S7).
Above results indicate that, for all examined EPS regardless from
which source they were extracted, the presence of dissolved NOM
in solutions would signiﬁcantly retard their deposition kinetics in
both NaCl and CaCl2 solutions.
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